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Introduction

Results

Languages differ in how they carve up domains by name
e.g., in English we carry or hold an object, regardless of manner of support or contact
In Korean, the same actions are labeled according to manner of contact or support, regardless of movement

Completion time. Figure out Meanings = 20 mins; Learn Labels = 35 mins, p < .02

Second language learners often fail to shift to L2 semantic dimensions
They use L2 words as if they had L1-like meanings

Definitions Mentioning Body Contact/Support. 1st definitions - Figure out Meanings = 87%; Learn Labels = 77%, n.s.
2nd definitions - Figure out Meanings = 93%; Learn Labels = 81%, n.s.

Question
Is the difficulty due to inherent properties of lexical networks (stabilization, entrenchment of L1 patterns)?
Or is it due to input factors:
• Lack of awareness of cross-linguistic differences in meaning
• Insufficient input to induce L2 meanings
Our Study
• Intensive input
• ½ Ps are told to look for meanings; ½ are not

Definitions with Specific Intended Meaning.

1st definitions - Figure out Meanings = 62%; Learn Labels = 51%, n.s.
2nd definitions - Figure out Meanings = 71%; Learn Labels = 62%, n.s.

% Correct, Training with Feedback. Figure out Meaning = 81%; Learn Labels = 78%, n.s.
% Correct, Test Trials. Figure out Meaning = 80%; Learn Labels = 85%, n.s.

Sample attested mapping

Method

Discussion

Participants. 31 native English speakers
• L2 learners often show difficulty reshaping L1 word meanings to conform to L2 meanings. Is this difficulty inherent in the nature of lexical
networks, or is it due to typical L2 learning conditions?

Stimuli.
• 40 training videos with 5 novel verbs of interacting with objects
• = carry or hold in English – encoding transporting or standing still
• Labeled here with 5 fake Korean verbs – encoding manner of contact/support

• Here, we provided intensive exposure to word-referent pairings
• Fostering abstraction of commonalities among instances sharing a label
• and identification of contrasts with instances having other labels
• Facilitating a focus on word meaning extraction
• rather than on a larger discourse
• Instructions to “figure out meanings” produced a significant speed advantage over “learn labels” and non-significant advantages in producing
correct definitions
à Metacognitive awareness that meanings differ may help
•

• 40 test videos with variants of same 5 manners of contact/support

• But both groups ultimately produced high levels of choice performance
à Entrenched L1 meanings did not prevent a dimensional relevance shift
•

Procedure

• With suitable input, bilingual lexical networks can readily acquire cross-cutting sets of meanings.

• ½ Ps “Learn labels” , ½ Ps “Figure out meanings” of the verbs
• Exposure phase: View all training stimuli with labels
• Write definitions
• Feedback phase: View all training stimuli again, choose label and receive feedback
• Write definitions
• Test: View test stimuli, choose label

• The difficulty with cross-cutting meanings by L2 learners may be due to typical L2 input conditions.
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